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This is the standard model of think tank 
communications.
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Put the story – not the report – at the heart of your 
communications effort.



Embrace the new policy 
dynamic.

1

2

3

Take people 
as they are.

A think tank model of 
storytelling.



Embrace the new 
policy dynamic.1



Policy 
makers

Policy 
experts

Journalists
/

Media

Public / 
Social media

POLICY 
AGENDA



1. COMMENTARY & OPINION 
as valid as NEWS

2. HUMAN EXPERIENCE & EMOTION as 
valid as FACT



he is not saying the truth

they don’t care

“
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based on emotion “

Anthony Scaramucci



The best story wins.



Policy makers do not want facts. 

They want arguments.
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Take people 
as they are.2



Our perceptions are easily misled. For example, 
we think immigration is much higher than it is.
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Bobby Duffy
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George Lakoff



The closer respondents were to the heart of politics, the more 
they reported that emotion played a role in shaping their 
political views.
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We’re also prone to pointing out emotion in others, while 
under-estimating it in ourselves 
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53%

15%

25%

46%



Use storytelling to tap 
into the human.



A think tank model 
of storytelling.3
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Paul Avey & Michael Desch, 2014 
“What Do Policymakers Want From Us?”
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And yet…
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Put the story – not the report – at the heart of your 
communications effort.
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Our personal narratives are shaped by a collection of 
stories.
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Contradictive stories will be ignored if they don’t align 
with our personal narratives.
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Mainstream political narratives fray when they no longer 
align with lived experiences.
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UK members of Parliament feel think tanks need to be 
more ambitious in their communications.



The standard storytelling model:

Freytag’s Pyramid
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Story-mapping for think tanks



CASE STUDY

Theos think tank4





Case Study - The Sacred Podcast 



Case Study - The Sacred Podcast 



Case Study - The Sacred Podcast 



Case Study - The Sacred Podcast 

“ If we think about our lives as simply chasing one dream after 
the next our lives tend to lose weight” – Miroslav Volf,  Episode #50



Case Study – 3 Reports 

‘Forgive us Our Debts’

‘Growing Good’ 

‘Worldviews in Religious Education’



Case Study – Religion and Worldviews Report
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It doesn’t take a huge team, but it does require putting 
communications at the heart of your organisation…



Cast from Clay is the trading name of
25-28 Limited, a company registered
in England under number 10385315



APPENDIX



Influencing policy today
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Consider the full policy maker journey – from 
awareness to adoption. 
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Map the content you need to guide policy makers 
along that journey. 


